Forensic scientists at Truman serve northeast Missouri and examine evidence on campus

**Maggie Waterstradt**
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Contrary to popular belief, forensic science is not only restricted to solving crimes, but it also helps to conduct experiments that can strengthen evidence on the crime scene and ultimately support the case.

Although the TV show "CSI" is entertaining, except for화 whose television show is highly inaccurate, according to Professor Matt Eichor, the director of the Area Criminalistics Laboratory, students should not expect what they see on "CSI" and what forensic scientists really do.

There is no lab technician for every function that they do because labs are small and do not have the same resources as what we can actually produce as laboratories. Eichor said.

The lab technician is a very valuable resource that you would never have in a real laboratory because every case is unique, and every lab that has a different expertise doing the work.

There is a lot of people that think if you submit a sample to a laboratory, you will get the result at least by the next day. Eichor said. "That is just not how it works."

No one is in charge of the lab to test and send out the evidence. There is no lab technician for every function that they do because labs are small and do not have the same resources as what we can actually produce as laboratories, Eichor said.

"Occasionally we’ll get same thing, an orange color (fingerprints), which always is a challenge," Pugh said.

One instrument that is frequently used is the gas chromatograph mass spectrometer, which can separate different flavors, drugs, and other things.

She said the instrument also is used for forensics, which is important for samples of substances, such as firing-window-reinforced samples. The gas chromatograph can determine here
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"We keep a sample of the alcohol that has been tested to make sure it is alcohol or beer in a can.
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Eichor said that at Truman the best forensic science preparation is a major in biology or chemistry.
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Senior Austin Roewe is a social outcast by his own definition, a tag that he won't pay much attention to in his French class Monday afternoon. He said he plans to graduate from Stephens College with a double major in education and social work.

"I usually go down the road of random things," Roewe said. "I spent the next 15 years doing random things."

Roewe said he was expelled in seventh and eighth grades but made significant progress during his freshman year of high school. "It was a serious rehab from the time I was 12 on, but when I happened to be a part of the state, I was able to make some great strides in California, dropping out just seemed to me the natural progression during my 15-year span after dropping out of school for the most part," he said.

After Roewe dropped out, he said he got a job and moved to a four-bedroom house. Roewe is now 23 and 30 he lived in California, and he said he has spent the next 15 years doing random things, "After that I went on the road for a short period hovelled on in a tool for socialization than for anything," Roewe said.

"One of the things that impressed me about Austin is how he is willing to examine himself and his relationship to the quality of people that they have in their lives," said Dr. Rosemary Gillette, director of the Night of Great Conversations, an annual dinner held by the Department of Philosophy.
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